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*Please read and fully understand assembly instruction before installing the unit*
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2018 Dodge Durango

Unlock- Purple with green tracer +12VDC

Lock- Light Green with Dark Green Tracer –Ground

Location “B” Pillar

Neutral Safety- Yellow with dark blue tracer *ground in 
park, +12VDC in gear*

Location- Passenger firewall inside of vehicle

Rear Passenger window down wire- Orange with a 
violet tracer at window motor

Rear driver window down wire- Tan with a light blue 
tracer

Ignition- Pink with a white tracer

Location- BCM at passenger kick panel

Horn- Gray with a yellow tracer at horn

*Must use relay to change polarity from Cool Guard to 
this wire*





How to Wire the Solenoid

Emergency Light Wiring

The emergency light function on the Cool Guard 
(J5) and (J6) both send a 12v 2a current. The wires 
can be connected to any input that can accept an 
output. All emergency lighting systems that have a 
way to connect to and is able to accept an output 
of power of 12v. *Do not wire to an output, the 
wires cannot take any output to them*

Where to mount temperature probes

Mount the temperature probes as indicated where the arrows are pointing in the below picture (right shoulder of driver 
and left hip of passenger). To mount the probes, use the supplied wire clamp and self-tapper’s to screw the clamp into 
the cage to secure the temp probes. When mounting the probes make sure that the tip and cable are out of the way of 
sliding door and out of the dogs reach so that they cannot be chewed on. We recommend this place to get a low and 
high temperature reading of the vehicle.

 The thick tan wire connected to J7 on the PCM needs to be wired into both the Red and White wire (Power 1 and Power 2).
 The black wire on the Solenoid needs to be grounded to the chassis of the vehicle with a wire gauge of 12 or more.

-Thick tan wire from 
J7 on Cool Guard

-Red and white wires 
from solenoid

Black wire = ground

White wire = power 1

Red wire = power 2




